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1 - The demon awakens

Deep inside a volcano lies the body of King Godzeera .A harsh demon who once terrorized Earth,
encased in a anciant rock waiting to be released after 200 years.Now that time has come.During his wait
the beast obsorbed energy from the molten lava around him, increasing his streanth.

Soon the rock starts to crack and 2 wings burst out! sherdding the rock and sending it flying.
Dust and debris everywhere.Through the fog and smoke gleme 2 red eyes.
and in a strong laghing voice the beast says to himself"ah great to be freed at last."
In the form of a strong dragon, almost nothing can harm King Godzeera.
A creature with 2 tails,2 wings blood red eyes, sharp horns, razer sharp spines, razer teeth and claws
harder than diamond,2 legs, 2 arms, and a bad attitude.

The demon feeds on fear and darkness.and will kill all its foes

"Shall I start teh end of the world".and in a fury he flew off.



2 - Hanging Out

Meanwhile in a valley near Hokkaido Alcemachy and Serphone were playing.Not too far away was
Lightning Lizard, just passing through.
Alcemachy:let's play hide and go seek.

Serphone: ok.

Alcemachy:your it! count to 20!

Serphone closed his eyes and started counting.

Serphone:1.....2.....3....

Alcemachy quickly hid behind a tree.Ready,he said quietly.And Serphone starts looking for him.
Up on the hill was Lightning Lizard who heard the two.and was quietly watching.
Moving slowly hoping not to miss Alcemachy, Serphone was scanning every thing in sight.
Still no sign.Then he heard a giggle from behind an old tree.When Serphone looked behind it there was
Alcemachy.
Serphone:Gotcha!!!

Alcemachy:ahhh!..... oh its you.yah got me!

Serphone: your turn!

They both hear somthing up on the hill.

Alcemachy: What was that?

Serphone: I don't know.

Then Lightning Lizard shows himself.

Lightning Lizard: Its just me.

Alcemachy/Serphone: Lightning Lizard!!!

Alcemachy: What are you doing here.

Lightning Lizard:I was just passing through.and decided to say hi.

Serphone: Nice to see you again.

Lightning Lizard: Serphone, how you doing!?



Serphone:great.

Alcemachy: Nice to see you again too.

Lightning Lizard: same here.

Alcemachy: hey, you guys wanna go for a swim?

Serphone: I'm in!

Lightning Lizard: sure why not.

The three run off to a lake just over the hill.?And jump in!

Serphone:Now this is what I'm talking about!(starts doing loops)

Alcemachy: Show off!

All:(start laughing)

To be continued.....................



3 - First attack

Passing through was no one else than King Godzeera.who unsuspectingly would soon be greeted by
Tetris.Tetris is a large pterosaur like Rodan but can fire a triple beam out of his mouth.
Flying high Tetris scanned the ground sensing the threat.He soon came upon King Godzeera who did
not see him.And with a loud terrifying shriek Tetris unleashed the powerful triple beam.Aiming right for
King Godzeera's head.The beam struck him making him fall!,and King Godzeera looked back to see the
talons before they sunk into his skin.In quick reaction he thew the bird off, Tetris caught wind and flew up
high then warned Godzeera to be prepared as he did a loop and came back down.King Godzeera
charged his beam and fired it at Tetris but the pterosaur is too fast and moves away counter attacking
with the triple beam once more.and once more strikes the dragon.King Godzeera steps back and
prepares for the bird's clawing strike.Tetris quickly struck him and flew up.

Whats amatter Dragon, can't keep up.he laughed

King Godzeera:Whats matter is small frys like you aren't even a challenge!
this angered Tetris,exactly what King Godzeera wanted.

Tetris:You fool!!!
and he quickly swooped down for Godzeera and buried his beak into his shoulder.Godzeera feeling no
pain bit into the birds back making him yelp and then trough the bird into a nearby cliff wall.burring him
deep inside.

King Godzeera turned around thinking it was over when suddenly Tetris burst out of the cliff letting out a
stunning shriek.King Godzeera amazed and being stunned put his hands over his head.
And Tetris unleashed the triple beam striking him in the head and then in a burst of speed flew into the
dragon and started pecking and clawing him.Flew back and sped back tords him,his talons glowing fire
red.Eat this! Iron claw!and Tetris swung his foot, in an array of light cut the dragon.Feeling this King
Godzeera growled and swung a fist at Tetris hitting him in the face.
Then King Godzeera head butted him sending him into a bolder.

Tetris:ha! that didn't even hurt!

King Godzeera:Stop acting you fool.

Tetris:I'm not.

King Godzeera:Whatever. I only came her to destroy Japan.

Tetris:I won't let you do that!!! and he flew tords King Godzeera.

Meanwhile Alcemachy and Serphone had heard the fight and were on their way.
Serphone:What do you think it is?



Alcemachy:I don't know.

Serphone:Guess we'll have to find out our selves.

Alcemachy:yeah. Do you think it's Godzilla?

Serphone:oh I hope not.

Alcemachy:Me too. isn't he dead anyway?

Serphone:from what I remember.

Alcemachy:that's a relief.

Serphone: We must hurry.

Alcemachy:agree.

To be continued......................



4 - Meeting Tetris

When Alcemachy and Serphone got there King Godzeera was no where to be found, in stead a
wounded Tetris.

Alcemachy: What happened?

Tetris: What does it look like... I was fighting.

Serphone: Against who?

Tetris:King Godzeera.

Alcemachy: Who's that?

Tetris:*sighs* King Godzeera is a demon dragon who terrorized Earth years ago and was sealed into a
crystal fortress.now he's revived and I tried to stop him.

Alcemachy: are you ok?

Tetris: I'm fine.

Serphone: Lightning Lizard might know about him too.

Alcemachy: maybe.

Tetris: Who knows were he could be, he is as fast as me.

Alcemachy: That's bad.

Serphone: Lightning could handle him.

Tetris: Nope.I didn't even put a scratch on him.

Serphone: That's not possible!

Tetris: It is......*looks tords the mountains* He is extremely powerful.He could beat Godzilla.

Alcemachy: we'll see, were did he go.

Tetris: He went to destroy Tokyo.

Alcemachy: What!!!



Tetris: Calm down kid.

Alcemachy:But I gotta stop him!

Tetris: No!!!

Alcemachy: grrrrrr...I can't let him do that!

Tetris: You'll get killed!

Alcemachy: It's my life.*he takes off running*

Serphone: Wait for me!!!

Tetris: *sigh* I'll come.

The 3 start heading for Tokyo.



5 - Tokyo Destruction

Further ahead Tokyo is already in flames.King Godzeera has started his attack on Earth.
the army has started attacking him but it's no use.2 missiles blow up on his back.
King Godzeera:How annoying...(turns and charges his beam)
A blue beam shoots tords the tanks and blows them up just as they were getting ready to fire again.
Then the beam blows a hole threw a skyscraper, making the top fall on top of a smaller building.
King Godzeera's tail crushes another, then he smashes a building with his foot.
An hour later he starts to leave the wrecked city.....when he hears a voice.Out of nowhere Lightning
Lizard shows himself and lunges at the dragon.

LL:I've watched enough!!!(bites King Godzeera's neck)

King Godzeera: What the?

LL: I'll kill you!!!

King Godzeera:(eyes narrow)What did you say?!

King Godzeera:(flips Lightning Lizard over him)Brat!!!

LL:(lands on his feet)I've been watching you the whole time, all you want is death and destruction and I
won't let that happen!

King Godzeera:Who are you?!

LL:My names Lightning Lizard......

Lightning Lizard runs at King Godzeera and starts fighting him.

King Godzeera:Your fast youngster...

LL: You finally noticed....too late!!!!

To be continued.....



6 - Lightning vs Dark

King Godzeera: Lightning Lizard I've heard of you.

LL: Yeah, Nothin new, Who are you?

King Godzeera: Demon dragon King Godzeera.

LL: the trouble from years go.

King Godzeera: What does it mean to you.

LL: C'mon I'm a dinosaur, give me a chance.

King Godzeera: Look this world is mine, get in my way and I'll kill you.

LL: I wouldn't bet.

King Godzeera: Why not....

LL: *jumps in the air* You'll have to catch me!!!!!!!!

KG: (short for king godzeera) Please..........

LL: lightning strike!!!! *comes down in a flash and kicks king godzeera*

KG: That all you got.

LL: NOT YET!!!!!!*charges but gets blown into mount Fuji by King Godzeera's heat beam*

KG: Shrimp........*flys off just as Alcemachy, Serphone and Tetris get there.

Alcemachy: Oh no! We're too late!

Serphone: Who was that dragon?

Tetris: That was King Godzeera.

Alcemachy: You were right he is fast, Let's get going.

LL: jeez that hurt, Hey Alcemachy what are you doing here? I thought you were in the U.S.?

Alcemachy: I was.... We gotta go c'mon.



Alcemachy, Serphone, Lightning Lizard and Tetris set off after the dragon.(to be continued)



7 - Godzilla Arives

Godzilla is mad caused someone destroyed his city and is now after the dragon, who he's has no idea
is.
King Godzeera arrives in Shanghai China just as Godzilla.

Godzilla: Who the?

KG: Who are you?

Godzilla: How could you not know.... I am Godzilla. The king of monsters.

KG: I care.....This world is as good as dead.

Godzilla: What do you mean?

KG: This..

King Godzeera fires his heat beam at Godzilla who reacts and fires his heat beam to block and it turns
into a beam fight. King Godzeera quickly overpowers Godzilla's beam and the two beams explode in his
face.Godzilla falls over, but before he hits the ground King Godzeera kicks him in the face and Godzilla
falls on his back.
Godzilla quickly fires his beam and strikes King Godzeera on the neck.No affect. Then suddenly a beam
shoots out of nowhere and strikes King Godzeera on the back, and he roars.

Alcemachy: Got him!!!

Tetris fires his triple beam at King Godzeera and strikes him in the same spot.Lightning Lizard fires his
lightning beam and hits him in the back of the head.

KG: Who.... LL: May we explain.....

Godzilla quickly turns around and tailwips King Godzeera in the face.King Godzeera falls on a temple.

King Godzeera rolls on his feet and unleashes his wing beams, striking everyone.(got that from Grand
Ghidorah)Then flies away towards America, say, the U.S.

to be continued.......



8 - New York New York

(first part of the U.S. invasion)

King Godzeera just happens to land in New York. Home of Zilla, also known as the American Godzilla.
And of course destroys the city. Empire state building is gone, along with more important buildings.
All the racket brings Zilla to the surface.

Zilla: What the?

Back further in the city was a large military base containing a new project called Cyber Rex.
Cyber Rex was completed weeks ago, but now it will be but to the test.
Gatora another Godzilla-like monster was passing through a neighboring state to New York.
When he heard a loud boom.He looked up to see a explosion, caused by King Godzeera himself.

Gatora being who he is won't allow destruction to his home country.

Gatora: Who are you! What are you doing!

KG: I am demon dragon King Godzeera and I'm here to destroy.

Zilla: I am Zilla this is Gatora and we won't let you do that.

King Godzeera, Gatora and Zilla get locked in a fight for New York.
Wile Cyber Rex is on his way.



9 - 4 way fight

King Godzeera is now locked in a 4 way fight for New York.
Gatora, Zilla and Cyber Rex against King Godzeera.

King Godzeera fires his heat beam at Gatora but misses, And Zilla sends a jet of green fire at King
Godzeera. Who in return sends a jet stream of blue fire at him a burns his tail.
Cyber Rex sends 6 Rattleviper missiles at the dragon. Engulfing him in fire and smoke.
King Godzeera falls to the ground and Gatora strikes him with his beam.
King Godzeera gets up and once again unleashes his wing beams.

Sending every one to the ground and King Godzeera flies away leaving New York in flames.

to be continued.



10 - Wolves

(this is the only chapter with wolves, each mega pack has 600 members)

Back in the Tokipic Mountains two of the 3 mega wolf packs are meeting.

Crystle: Silver this is bad, a demon dragon is wreaking havoc on the world.

Silver: I know, what should we do?

Bloodshed: Let the humans deal with it.

Tigerstripe: they've tried, it's no use.

Bloodshed: impossible.

Shaddow: Not when your talking King Godzeera.

Silver: I thought he was dead.

Crystle: Not dead, sealed away.

Silver: We can't fight.

Crystle: Theres nothing we can do.

Tigerstripe: We must wait and see if the monsters can handle him.



11 - Flying High

(I've been dying to make this chapter let's hope it turns out right.)

King Godzeera is now heading for the islands of Hawaii. Where Magma Bird lives. Vokeer, Veero,
Rodan, and Terono are there too.
They are hanging out inside a volcano(even though the first Rodans were killed by a volcano when it
erupted)

The birds(and pterosaurs) hear a loud boom outside and the volcano shakes. Sending rocks and debris
falling. Veero being the youngest flys to the top of the volcano and pokes his head out to see what
happend. He sees the dragon and quickly retreats.

Veero: ummm guys.....we got a problem.A huge problem!

Magma bird: What is it!?

Veero: A huge, dragon!!!!

Magma: (short for his name) What!!

Magma flys up to see and he spots the dragon and immediately recognizes him.the flys back down.

Magma: That isn't no dragon!!!! rrrrrr.....but how? How could he get loose.

Vokeer: What is it?!

Magma: A wayyyyyyy big problem!

Terono: Quick, tell us what!

Magma: That's a demon!

Rodan: Demon?

Magma: King Godzeera! years ago he terrorized earth. Finally he was sealed away.

Rodan: Then how is he free?

Magma: that I don't know.

Rodan: We gotta stop him!!!

Terono: Yes, we'll fight!



Magma: *thinks for a second* Follow my lead.

King Godzeera soon spots Rodan who tells him to follow if he dare. And King Godzeera flys up after
him. Not knowing Rodan was leading him into a trap. Rodan still edged him on, trying to stay ahead.
Finally Magma, Vokeer, Veero, and Terono appeared out of the fog.

Magma: Time to pay King Godzeera!!!!!

Vokeer: Strike him down!!!!

The four quickly sped up and when they got in range Rodan flipped and dived down on King
Godzeera!!!Then at the same time everyone bit into King Godzeera's flesh. And the group begun a steap
fall. Finally letting go at 10 meters before impact! But as doing so Magma, Vokeer, Rodan and Veero fire
their beams at King Godzeera. And a huge explosion goes off!!!! Causeing a huge crater.
In the center, a hole, where King Godzeera is.

Veero: That'll teach him!

Magma: it's not over yet.

They hear a loud roar from the crater and King Godzeera burst out!!!

Brats!!! He roars fearicly!!!

King Godzeera: You'll die!!! and he charges his heat beam!

Magma: Hurry get him! and the group fly towrds the demon.

KG: What! He sees them coming and stops then takes off into the air.

The group follow, dodging his attacks and closeing in fast. The group reach a very high altitude before
King Godzeera stops and suspends in mid air. The group form a ring, slowly flying in circles around him.
Forming a wagon weel.

Magma: We will deffend our terf.

KG: Then you will die faster.

Rodan: We got to at least force him back to Japan where Godzilla is.

All: Agreed.

Magma: Attack Attack Attack!!!!!!!!!

The group speed forward attacking King godzeera at full force. King Godzeera in return doges their
attacks and it turns into a dog fight.



(be ready for part two)



12 - Dogfight

Magma: Prepare yourself King Godzeera!!!!

Vokeer: Lets do this!

Veero: Yeah!

Rodan: show no fear!

Terono: Lets drag him back to Japan, Then we'll attack with Godzilla.

Magma: Let's go!!!

The group speed towards King Godzeera who in return starts to climb high but the group cut him off.
First Magma bird leads the attack, then everyone else joins in. And they start a dogfight.

King Godzeera dives to get away from Magma but dives right into Vokeer's path, who quickly fires his
beam at him. But King Godzeera rolls to the right and dodges it.
Then Rodan gets on his tail and King Godzeera dives to the left.
Terono quickly gets bellow him and climbs towards him. King Godzeera climbs to escape but is cut off
by Magma who hits him with a beam of lava.

King Godzeera: Why you!

Magma: Save your breath King Godzeera, you know you won't win.

King Godzeera: How do you know!

King Godzeera tries to bite Magma but gets clawed in the face. Then he tries to out run the group and
speeds up. Rodan and Terono being the fastest flyers of the group go ahead and easly catch him. King
Godzeera pauses in midair, turns around and fires his heat beam at the two who quickly dodge and
attack him. Rodan fires his heat beam and Terono tries to claw King Godzeera but gets kicked away.
The group quickly form the wagon weel around him again and fly around him in circles.

King Godzeera: The same attack.....

Magma: Attack!

The group speed up the spin and then shoot in towards King Godzeera. This time the attack is different,
They quickly kick King Godzeera up in the air the use their beams to shoot him.
Then the group start to finish their chase.

Magma: Theres Japan.



Vokeer: We've been flying that long.

Godzilla: *roars without fear*

Alcemachy: It's King Godzeera!!!!!

Serphone: time for some pay back.

Magma lands beside Godzilla.

Magma: Shall we get started.

Godzilla: Lets end this demon.
(to be continued)



13 - Return to Japan

Godzilla: Attack!!!!!!

The group attack King Godzeera from all directions. Magma, Vokeer, Veero, Terono, Rodan from the air.
Alcemachy, Godzilla, Serphone, Lightning lizard from the ground.

Quickly King Godzeera unleashes his wing beams, only hitting the flyers Magma, Vokeer, Veero, Rodan
and Terono.Godzilla and King Godzeera lock beams but King Godzeera overpowers Godzilla's and they
blow up in his face the Alcemachy quickly fires his beam at King Godzeera. Who is caught off guard and
gets blasted in the face. Then LL fires his lightning beam at the dragon and strikes him in the neck.
King Godzeera then kicks LL away and Serphone bites King Godzeera on the neck and starts
electrocuting him. King Godzeera quickly bites him and throws him off. Then he lets out a roar at Tetris
who gets stunned.
Suddenly a beam blows up in his face.

Gatora: Forgeting someone.

Cyber-rex: *roars*

Zilla: We meet again. *roars also*

Out of the midst appears Mothra with Rak.

Mothra: Demon....

Rak: Prepare to die. *roars*

King Godzeera: What the......

Three lazers strike King Godzeera in the back of the head, and King Ghidorah lands.

King Ghidorah: come to have some fun.



14 - over the edge

Zilla quickly runs after King Godzeera who drops to defensive. Then quickly turns and whacks Zilla with
his tail.
Godzilla Then joins in the fight, Alcemachy following.
King Godzeera fires his beam at Godzilla who jumps out of the way.
Then he closes in on KG, but gets King Godzeera's eye beams right in the face and falls over.
Alcemachy claws King Godzeera right in the face who claws him back.
Then Alcemachy blast him with his heat beam.

KG: Brat!

Alcemachy: I know I'm one, what yah gonna do about it?!

KG: This!

King Godzeera zaps Alcemachy with his heat beam. Then
Lightning Lizard closes with intense running speed. King Godzeera turns around and blocks
a lightning strike from him. Then Lightning turns and kicks the
dragon with his other foot. King Godzeera kicks Lightning away leaving him an open
target for King Ghidorah. King Ghidorah sends out his
energy beams from all three mouths. Striking King Godzeera in different places.

King Godzeera unleashes his wing beams at King Ghidorah
who moves his wings in front of him and blocks. King Godzeera lets out a
paralyzing screech and stunns King Ghidorah, then ends the screech and
fires his heat beam at him, engulfing him in flames.

Rak then started towards King Godzeera.The dragon saw him coming but Gatora tackled him.
Gatora shot his heat beam at King Godzeera's head but he moved.
Then King Godzeera blew Gatora off him using his heat beam.
(to be continued)



15 - Fight!

Magma: Take this!

Magma fires his lava beam at King Godzeera who blocks
it with his tail.

KG: annoying little...... *gets smacked in the face by Rak's tail*

Rak: Hah take that!!!!

King Godzeera: yeah right! *kicks Rak to the ground*

Magma,Vokeer and Veero attack King Godzeera together and stat peacking and scatching him
witch has little effect. And they all get tossed into rocks.

Alcemachy: Why you!

Alcemachy attacks KG with Iron claw.
King Godzeera blocks it and flips him, only to be kicked by LL.
King Godzeera counter attacks with a dark version of iron claw called dark claw.



16 - Rise of a titan

Back in the Tokipic Mountains a group of dragons were
at a shrine down in the crystal caverns. It's the only shrine in the
mountains, and it contains a guardian monster.

The monster's name is Crocadileon but some people call
him Crocadileo. He's a powerful croc monster, originally used to be a
prehistoric dinosuchus. Witch was a crocodile that grew over 50ft long.

When the accident that wiped out the dinosaurs happened
he fled to a underwater cave.
But in the making he was changed into a giant monster croc.

Later on in life he was sealed into a shine after terrorizing the mountains.
But after years the creatures in the mountains started worshiping him.
Now they figure he's a last hope and are going to release him.



17 - Cyber toast

Back at the fight King Godzeera although out numbered has the upper hand.

King Godzeera: What a pain I hate small fries.

Alcemachy: Small fries!!!!!

Cyber-rex lunches some rattleviper missiles at
King Godzeera and they blow up on his back. King Godzeera then
charges a mega heat beam and before Cyber-rex can react
he gets his head blown off.

King Godzeera: Hahahah Cyber toast anyone!

Godzilla: How dare you!

The group then hear a loud roar behind them.

KG: whats this?!

Alcemachy: ???

Magma: It's....

The giant croc Crocadileo has just arrived. Lightning and Rak
see that King Godzeera is distracted and take this for advantage.
They both attack him together giving Crocadileo enough
time to get there.

Rak: Take this you murderer!

Lightning lizard: What are you talking about, you've murdered people too.

Rak: That's war, this is different.

LL: True!

KG: Brats *gets punched in the face and falls to the ground*

Crocadileo: Pay demon!



Crocadileo blast King Godzeera in the face
with his beam. Magma, Vokeer, Veero, Rodan and Terono fly back into the air
followed by King Godzeera.

Rodan: Trie and follow me this time demon!

King Godzeera: I won't fall for that trap again! Your dead!

Terono: On the couture your already trapped!

KG: What! *sees he's surrounded by the birds* you little.....

Crocadileo: *blast King Godzeera with his beam again*

KG: I'll fry you you overgrown croc!

Crocadileo: Trie it!

King Godzeera charges his beam but Crocadileo
tackles him out of the air and he lands with a thud.
Then Crocadileo bites his neck and sends out an electrical charges
sending electricity through King Godzeera's body.
King Godzeera knocks Crocadileo away, but the croc comes right back.

KG: Brat......I'll kill you!!!

Crocadileo: Let me see you trie!

Alcemachy and Crocadileo lunge forward
at King Godzeera!

Alcemachy: I won't back down!!!

King Godzeera: Then die!!!

King Godzeera lashes his claws at Alcemachy but the kid ducks
and the demon misses.

KG: darn....

Alcemachy: yes..

Crocadileo throws King Godzeera over his shoulder
but he lands on his feet.



Mothra: Lets get him guys!



18 - second attack

King Godzeera loudly roared.Then turned towards Alcemachy
and Godzilla. Godzilla roared and Alcemachy looked at him.

Alcemachy: Godzilla, we're the next targets. How should
we sort this out?

Godzilla: With a good fight.

Alcemachy: *looks over at Serphone*
Serphone what are you planning?

Serphone: *winks at Alcemachy*

Alcemachy: Oh *winks back*

Godzilla: C'mon kid, lets get him, he'll pay for destroying Tokyo.

Godzilla and Alcemachy attack King Godzeera together.
King Godzeera attacks also. Serphone quietly moves
in towards King Godzeera.

Tetris then takes to the air.

Alcemachy claws at King Godzeera who dodges,
then Godzilla punches him. King Godzeera growls and wacks him away
with his tail.

Just as that Serphone bites King Godzeera's leg and pulls
it out from underneath him, making him fall.

KG: Brat!

Serphone: Hahahahah!!!!!!

Mothra: Die demon!

Mothra fires her antena beams at King Godzeera's head.
They Barely do anything and he knocks her away with his
heat beam. Then he Blast Godzilla and Serphone with it.



19 - Talky

Crocedileo: Fall demon!

KG: Never!

Alcemachy: Then we'll just have to knock you down!

Alcemachy dives for King Godzeera but he takes
off into the air.

Tetris: Got yah now!

KG: well if it isn't Tweety Bird.

Tetris: Shut up you overgrown ball of darkness.

Tetris flew forward at King Godzeera but he
blew him away with his heat beam. Magma, Vokeer,
and Veero then attacked.

King Godzeera: Bring it birdies!

Magma: We'll show you birdies.

All along Rodan and Terono were hiding behind
Vokeer and Veero. They then showed their selfs and
flew ahead.

KG: Whats this?!

Rodan: You should have seen us ahead of time considering
your so big!

The two the got to King Godzeera but it was too late to
react. King Godzeera bit Rodan's neck and threw him.
Then headbutted Terono.



20 - KG against the world

Tetris got back into the air ready for combat.

KG: So who's next.

Gatora: What do you mean who's next! Your next!

KG: Oh really, I thought it was you!

King Godzeera fired his heat beam at Gatrora
who swung his arm around and blocked. The beam
still didn't get through so King Godzeera roared.

Rak and Lightning lizard then came back.

Rak: We got to help Gatora.

LL: I know.

Rak: But how?

LL: Any way possible.

The two attacked King Godzeera together.
King Godzeera then swung around and attacked the
two with his heat beam.

The two quickly dodged.
Then King Godzeera unexpectedly charged at them.

Rak: Crap!

The two quickly moved out of the way.

King Godzeera then slid to a halt and swiped at them with his tail.
The two then jump into the air missing the tail.

King Godzeera then swiped Rak out of the air using his claws.
But do to Rak's training he landed on his feet.

Rak: Hah!

KG: Hah This!



King Godzeera took An attacking Lightning Lizard by his
foot and threw him into Rak. The two fell over
on top of a building.

King Godzeera then heard a roar from behind him as
soon as he turned around Gatora swiped
him off his feet.
King Godzeera turned to his feet and kicked
Gatora away to the ground.

Mothra: Why won't he fall?

Alchemachy: I don't know but come here I have a plan.

Mothra, Alcemachy, Vokeer, Veero, Tetris ,Rodan, Magma,
Gatora, King Ghidorah, Crocadileo, Godzilla and
Rak all grouped.

Alcemachy: Guys I think it's time for a beam blast..

All shook their heads yes.

KG: Whats taking you, I'm bored.

Alcemachy: Now!!!!

Before King Godzeera could react he
got blasted by all their beams and engulfed in flames.

After awhile the flames turned black and disappeared,
Revealing King Godzeera with only a few scratches.

Alcemachy: No way!!!!!

Godzilla: Impossible....

Alcemachy: usually if someone gets hit with
the beam blast they die!

King Godzeera roared angrily!!!

KG: Brats! You'll die for that!!

King Godzeera then raced towards the group,
they attacked also.



King Godzeera swiped Gatora and Rak
off their feet but Lightning Lizard was too swift.

Then he knocked Rodan and Veero out of the sky.

Godzilla and Alcemachy, along with
Magma bird got taken down with wing beams.

And King Ghidorah also.

Serphone wrapped around King Godzeera's legs
but got pulled off and thrown into Terono and Mothra.

That left King Godzeera to Tetris.

Tetris: Once again, just me and you.

KG: yes once more.

Tetris and King Godzeera lunged at each other!

Tetris fired his triple beam and struck King Godzeera
in the shoulder. Just using that as a distraction this time.
King Godzeera fired his heat beam at Tetris
who quickly did a barrel roll to the right.

Then Tetris fired the triple beam at King Godzeera again.
And struck the dragon on the back of the head.
King Godzeera quickly turned around to face
Tetris but the pterosaurs got the upper hand and flipped
him.

King Godzeera landed on his back. And roared in anger.

Tetris repeatedly stabbed King Godzeera on the neck with his beack,
But King Godzeera just Laughed and sent
him flying into a mountain., by a heat beam to his face.
Just fire came from the hole.

Alcemachy: You'll pay!!!!!!!!!

Alcemachy, Godzilla, Serphone and Crocadileo raced after him.

Godzilla lunged at the dragon but missed, King Gosdzeera then clawed at him,
but Godzilla backed off.
Godzilla let out a loud roar
and headed back for the demon.



King Godzeera leaped into the air but was brought down by
Crocadileo's beam.

Alcemachy the attacked together with Serphone.

The humans then unleashed a aray of rattle-viper missiles at him.



21 - Attack!!!!

Godzilla: Tetris is dead!!!!!!!!!

Serphone: He was murdered by King Godzeera!!!

Alcemachy: He will be avenged!!!

Kg: Complain complain complain, is that all you do...

King Ghidorah: Shut up!!!!

KG: Make me!!!

Godzilla: Very well....we will...

Alcemachy and Serphone look at each other.

Alcemachy-Serphone: Do or Die!!!

Then Alcemachy and Serphone lunged, attacking
King Godzeera together. Magma bird fired his lava
beam at the demon to distract him.

King Godzeera then got tackled by Serphone
who begun repeatedly biting him.

KG: Brat!!!!

King Godzeera swung a fist at Serphone!

Alcemachy: Forget me!!!

Alcemachy then whacked King Godzeera in the face
with his tail.

KG: ooooof...why you little...

Alcemachy swung his tail around and swiped King Godzeera's
feet out from underneath him.*thump* King Godzeera
landed flat on his stomach.



Alcemachy: You really desearved that!

Alcemachy then fired his beam at King Godzeera's head but
The dragon rolled out of the way and onto his feet.

Then He lunged forward to headbutt Alcemachy
but Godzilla side swiped him.

King Ghidorah then lashed out with his energy beams.



22 - DO OR DIE

King Godzeera: C'mon I'll take all of you on!!
Fight me if you wish to die quick!

Vokeer: I won't go until your gone!

King Godzeera used his wing beams on everyone, all but Crocadileo
got hit.

Crocadileo: Just me and you....

KG: You've got to be kidding....

The two attacked each other. Crocadileo roared
and King Godzeera shot his beam at him.

Crocadileo: Not so fast!

He quickly turned and swiped King Godzeera's feet out
from underneath him with his tail, and King
Godzeera fell on his stomach with a thump.

Then Crocadileo fired his beam at King Godzeera and
got him right in the face.

King Godzeera rolled to his feet.

KG: Good, now lets see how you do with this...

King Godzeera lunged at Crocadileo with full force but
the croc jumped out of the way.

Then King Godzeera turned to try and hit him with his tail.

Crocadileo ducked and King Godzeera missed.
Then King Godzeera Clawed the croc, Strike!

But Crocadileo rammed him, Then when



King Godzeera went to attack him once more
Crocadileo seized the moment and used the claws on his
feet to cut the insidde of King Godzeera's left leg.

King Godzeera roared, but that distracted him and
Crocadileo knocked him over to the ground.

Crocadileo: Your done.....

King Godzeera: Not yet...

King Godzeera blasted Crocadileo in the face with his heat beam sending
him flying into the air.

Crocadileo came down and landed on his feet.

Crocadileo: Is that all you've got.

King Godzeera: No...

The two rushed at each other again but this time King
Godzeera shot his wing beams at Crocadileo, the croc
quickly blocked but King godzeera lashed out with his eye beams and
struck Crocadileo in the head.

Then King Godzeera whacked him away with his
powerful tail.

King Godzeera: That all you got.....



23 - Mothra

Mothra Roza then swooped in for a strike!

King Godzeera turned to face her.

She quickly stopped and gave him a wing uppercut.
King Godzeera staggered back a few steps
then roared.
Mothra then came in and started using poison powder,
making it so that King Godzeera can not use his
beams and long range attacks.
Though the demon has seen this before and
smacked her away with his tail.

Mothra caught wind and came back.
But King Godzeera shot her away with his heat beam.

Magma: fight me King Godzeera!

Magma bird then zoomed in from the cover of the clouds.



24 - The fight Continues

King Godzeera turned his toward him and
growled.

As Magma Bird swooped in
King Godzeera
was ready for attacks and
waited for
the right moment.

Magma Bird fired his magma beam
at King Godzeera to try
and distract him.

No such luck cause King Godzeera
was prepared this time.

When Mamga Bird got in range King
Godzeera Jumped forward a bit and bit
Magma Bird's neck, he then
repeatably shook
him around. And then
throwing the bird into a mountainside.

KG: Pathetic....

Alcemachy: Pathetic this!!!!

Together with Crocidilion and Serphone
Alcemachy attacked the Demon
Dragon, King Godzeera.

He was not prepared to take 3
on at the same time, he was not paying
attention. So the 3 slightly
had the advantage.

Alcemachy distracted King Godzeera
with his heat beam, and Crocidilion
used his tail and swiped King Godzeera's
feet out from underneath him.

Alcemachy quickly tacked King Godzeera.



they both fell to the ground
with a thump.
Then Serphone bit
King Godzeerah on the head.



25 - Why Fight?

About 8 hours into the fight
it is finally starting to calm down.
King Godzeera is still standing,
but so are the others.

Alcemachy: don't you see this is stupid!
Please stop, stop it right now, stop
the suffering, the pain, please,
stop it all.

KG: Kid the only way that is
going to stop is death...

Magma Bird: Not true....

Crocidilion: There are others ways,
Demon Dragon.

Serphone: yes, please, please stop...

KG: never, I will not rest until
everyone, everything, every lifeform,
human, everything is destroyed.

King Ghidorah: But why, we have done
nothing to you....

Alcemachy: The earth, the world, us,
we have done nothing to you.

Terono: But yet you still
kill, and torchure us.

Crocidilion: can nothing change your mind......

KG: Nothing has!!And nothing ever will!!!!

Alcemachy: but why!!! please stop this nonsense...
Stop it now!

KG: not until everything is dead....



Mothra: please no... we and the humans
have done nothing to you...

KG: thats a lie... They imprissoned me in
a cursed magma crystle tomb, a prison,
a shrine. They held me against my will.
Now I want revenge....

LL: Revenge isn't the only way out!!

Rak: I've learned that myself..

KG: This is by all means a different
story!!!!

Rak: that don't matter!!!

KG: it does matter... it matters alot.
it all matters. Everything.

LL: Your talking nonsense!!! Stop it!
Stop it now!

Alcemachy: We won't nothing to do
with harming you

KG: too late for that!

Rodan: our friend Tetris is dead...
you killed him....

KG: great site isn't it!!!
King Godzeera laughed evily.

Alcemachy: please stop, now, but
too late, YOU LEAVE US NO CHOICE!

Crocidilion: DEMON DRAGON, TRUE HELL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Then in a fury the fight started back up
again..........



26 - Fight Fight Fight

King Godzeera growled....

Magma: King Godzeera!!!!!!!!!!!
He yelled as he flew out of the clouds.
Magma shot his beam to distract King Godzeera.

KG: Magma Bird....
King Godzeera saw through it and
bit into Magma's wing and threw
him into Rodan.

Then Alcemachy fired his beam at
the dragon.

Alcemachy: take this!!!!

Crocidilion: Wait!!!

King Godzeera swung his arm
around and blocked the beam, deflecting
it and sending it shooting
off into the sky.

As soon as that Crocidilion, his eyes glowing,
bit into King Godzeera's arm and
starked to send millions of volts of
electricity throughout him.

Gatora took the opritornity and fired
his beam at King Godzeera, striking
him in the head.
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